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Dear reader,
In this edition of NEC’s Magazine, you can start by going through the major
economic issues of January and February. Then, you can read about different topics, including the challenges faced by refugees and hosting countries
during the pandemic, the future of eastern-european maritime trade and
market concentration in the digital age and in our globalized world. Inflation
will be discussed in this Chaos Theory edition, both from a theoretical and
from an empirical viewpoint.
Furthermore, we are grateful to acknowledge that the partnerships developed in these recent months are alive and producing concrete results. In this
Magazine, you will also be able to read an article from Nova Nudge Club,
related to helping unemployed people get back to work using behavioural
science. The magazine also includes an interview with Professor Francesco
Franco, a specialist in macroeconomics.
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I hope you enjoy your readings and take this edition as another opportunity to study the major issues of our times through an economic and rigorous approach,
Tomás Rebelo de Andrade
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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

EDITORIAL
Dear reader,
The end of this semesters brings another edition of NEC’s Magazine. It was a pleasure for our
team to produce content for you throughout this academic year.
In this Spring edition we have 2 new Op-eds: the monthly review, this time in collaboration with
our podcast CONNECTED, and an article written by a member of Nova Nudge Club, our new
partnership.
As usual, in the Nec Articles section, you can get new insights on a variety of topics, such as refugees, market concentration and maritime trade. In the Chaos Theory segment, you can read
more about inflation and how it might be affected by the current crisis.
Furthermore, you can also find an interview with Professor Francesco Franco concerning the
past, present and future of financial markets and institutions. Finally, you can also read a recap
of the last event organized by the club.
We hope you enjoy readings and that you learn something new!
Your NEC Magazine Team

JOANA LEITÃO
Co-Head Magazine

CARLOS OLIVEIRA
Co-Head Magazine
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MONTHLY REVIEW

MONTHLY REVIEW1
JAN UARY
THIR D- WAV E O F C OV I D 19

Covered by Tiago Paúl
Third-year bachelor student in economics

The month of January can only be described as catastrophic in regard to Portugal’s efforts to
combat the ongoing pandemic. Once hailed as a European covid miracle, in late January Portugal
ranked first in the world in covid deaths per capita. What can explain this decline in status from
hero to zero?
The new variants cannot be the sole explanation since this was a universal phenomenon. Instead,
it’s important to look at human behaviour. The truth is that the new year marked the arrival of
the first batch of vaccines, which caused a general sentiment of euphoria, which in hindsight we
know was premature. Christmas was also a period in which, contrary to many other European
nations, restrictions were lowered rather than raised. Though it was clearly a mistake, we must
consider the economic factors behind such a decision, as forcing commerce to shutdown during
one of its most lucrative seasons would be a huge blow to an already fragile economy.
Furthermore, it’s clear that the fear factor was also no longer as present in people’s minds. In fact,
looking at Google’s Mobility Reports, we can see that in the two days preceding Christmas Eve
there was a spike in visits to shopping locations.
Similarly, when the government declared a second full lockdown on 14th of January, people
were much more reluctant and sluggish to comply than when the first lockdown was declared
on the 18th March of the year before. In fact, in March 2020 people actually anticipated the stayat-home order and began confinement before government official orders.
Finally, it is well known that Portugal ranked first in new cases per capita in mid-January. This
situation wouldn’t be as bad, however, if we had an equally robust health system to respond to
this surge in cases. The truth is that we only rank 55th in hospital beds per capita in the world,
making us in January the worst country in new cases per hospital bed, explaining the overwhelming situation our hospitals faced.

1
In this edition, the Monthly Review was made in collaboration with our podcast - CONNECTED - namely through their Monthly Report segment. You can listen to the episodes by clicking on the hyperlink.
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MONTHLY REVIEW
B IDEN PR E SI D E NC Y E X E C UTIV E
OR DER S

Covered by Henrique Santos
Third-year bachelor student in economics

After a troubling transition of power, the US democracy prevailed, and we have a new president, issuing many executive orders. With a Democratic House and Senate, will Biden govern at
the centre, aiming at bipartisanship, or will he concede to the emerging left of the Democratic
party? Being a moderate, he will most likely aim at bipartisanship, despite Republicans’ blockage of so many policies.
Quickly looking at 3 policy areas, we can begin with Health. The re-joining of the WHO was a
good political sign, despite the lack of independence of the organization, that relies a lot on each
countries’ politics and diplomatic strategies. However, right now this is very important. Biden’s
mask-mandate and Covid policies have also been taking effect and, more recently, his vaccination policies have been a huge success, comparing to Europe.
As for the Environment, re-joining the Paris Agreement was good, but still more a political sign
than actual action as the agreement relies on non-binding goals. Secondly, changing the entire
federal car fleet by electric cars, made fully in the US, represents the largest federal investment
since WWII - 645.000 vehicles. It may be good in the context of Keynesian Economics, but environmentally speaking, we must not forget about the environmental costs of producing these
cars and discarding well-functioning oil cars, nor about the US energy sources – 80% comes from
fossil fuels.
Finally, as for International Trade, following Donald Trump, we are keeping Protectionism, with the
continuing Trade War with China or the reinforcing of the Buy American Act to protect workers
and national production. We do need to worry about the redistributive effect of international
trade and find ways to compensate the losers with the help of the winners. But we are in the 21st
century, in a globalized world and the same wrong nationalist and populist policies will take you
nowhere. It is time to start investing on education and formation, and the transition to a greener
economy, instead of investing on less efficient in

Source: DW
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MONTHLY REVIEW
G A M ES TO P

Covered by Margarida Caroço
Second-year bachelor student in economics

Without a doubt, the digital age has revolutionized the financial trading system,transforming
it from simple exchanges where people would purely talk to each other on the street,into the
complex online system we know today where millions of dollars virtually move at the speed of
light with just one click.
With the access to such rapid information systems, economic data is now evaluated and made
available to anyone who is hungry to make a profit. Such system has allowed for any person,
with or without any kind of financial experience or knowledge, to make a trade and play the
game. Additionally, with the surge of online trading platforms, anyone can now freely speculate
at anyminute while sitting at home on their couch. With this, arises some level of concern, financial markets are now more based on speculation and the regulation is perhaps too relaxed. This
sounds familiar, which makes me believe we have perhaps not learned enough from the 20072008 financial crisis.
In January of this year, we watched the upswing of speculative investing with Game Stop. The
story began when individual investors took notice of hedge funds short selling the Game Stop
stock, a legal strategy which can make a lot of money quickly unless the share price goes up rathe
rthan down, which is what happened here. As many millennials online realized the hedge funds’
objective, they began to buy the stock causing its price to increase. The massive surge in pricesquickly got out of control as the hedge funds had to fulfill their short sales, which in the end led
many people towards bankruptcy.
The Game Stop madness just comes to prove once more how dangerous financial market speculation can be, even more so, as sudden changes in asset prices can now be inflicted by anyone
with just a few simple clicks online. Most importantly, individual fortunes so closely tied to thefinancial markets rather than income growth is of great concern as such is likely dangerous and
not sustainable.

Sources : Shutterstock
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FEBRUARY
E- L EA RN ING

Covered by Daniel Silva
Second-year bachelor student in economics

Education is one of the most important things in life. I call it a thing because it can take on multiple definitions. Depending on the person, it can be a skill, an experience, a steppingstone for
something greater, a privilege, an obligation, a right, along with other definitions. Such a thing
impacts most of our younger generations and will keep on doing so going forward. Given the
importance of it, education had to adapt to the current pandemic.
E-learning has many prerequisites, some more important than others, but every single one of
them impacts the student’s academic performance. When we think about conditions that have
to be met, we mainly (if not solely) think about internet connection and access to a computer.
However, since the student is no longer going to the school’s facilities, the prerequisites fulfilled
by them are no longer in place. These include, a healthy meal once a day, access to the school’s
library, safety, study places, healthy socialization with its colleagues, physical presence of teachers, and many others.
Now, we must think if all those prerequisites are satisfied at home and to be aware of Portugal’s
current state on these important variables and to find solutions to tackle these problems. I
highly recommend the reader to also read the recent report “Crianças em Portugal e ensino a
distância:um retrato” made by a team of researchers from Nova SBE. In there, the team goes in
depth on the main problems that Portugal is facing, such as a quarter of 12-year-old living in
houses that have water leaking from the roof and that the walls and foundations are often moist
or rotten. Besides this, the report also shows problems such as inequality on academic performance through PISA tests, how many students don’t have access to constant healthy meals, the
importance of academic achievement on the maternal side, alongside others.

Sources : E-learn
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MONTHLY REVIEW
M ARIO DR AG H I A ND T H E NEW ITAL IAN GOV ER N MEN T
Covered by Diogo Conceição
Master student in economics
Last January, Italy was struck by yet another episode of extreme political instability after Mateo
Renzi, founder of the party Italia Viva, withdrew his support from Giuseppe Conte’s cabinet following disagreements regarding the employment of European funds for COVID-19 relief.
Italy has become known both for being one of the greatest European economies and for having
an extremely unstable political environment, having recently entered its 67th government since
World War II. Until the beginning of 2021, the independent Giuseppe Conte was the leader of the
Italian executive, firstly with the support of the League and the Five-Star Movement, and later of
the latter and Mateo Renzi’s party. The final fall-out surged due to differences on how to employ
the €222 billion in European funds for COVID-19 relief. Conte argued for a plan mainly dedicated to
transfers to assist the population and the massive hire of public servants. Renzi, however, argued
for the exclusive investment in new projects, portraying a more forward-looking approach, and
deeming Conte’s plan as vague, incoherent as well as too centralized
A new political crisis was installed. Sergio Mattarella, President of the Italian Republic, saw himself
forced to make a choice between solving the problem by sponsoring a new coalition to form a
government or by calling for an emergency election in the middle of a global pandemic. However,
none of these options was adopted and instead the president called upon a trusted Italian economist to step up. Mario Draghi, former president of the European Central Bank, eventually accepted
this challenge and took office on February 13, 2021. This new cabinet was not only peculiar in
its formation, as Draghi rose to power after a plea from the President with no electoral act, but
also in its composition, calling upon elements from six different parties as well as independents.
Draghi has now the difficult task of driving his country out of the current crisis while minimizing the costs and damages caused by it. Although his cabinet’s measures and their results are
not completely foreseeable at the moment, it seems that it has the potential of being a unique
solution for a unique problem, with scientists and experienced professionals taking the place of
politicians and life-long statesmen. Nevertheless, the result, success, or lack thereof of such an
unusual cabinet will be determined in the months to come. Only one thing is guaranteed: this
can be either a massive success or a terrible failure.

Sources : DW
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NEC ARTICLE

THE CHALLENGES AND
BENEFITS OF REFUGEES
Covered by Isabel Caldeira
Third-year Bachelor student in Economics
On March 11th, 2020, the World Health
Organization declared Covid-19 as a ‘pandemic’. More than one year later, the world
is still struggling to contain it and to recover
from the economic burden it caused. In the
midst of all this, where do refugees stand?
According to the most recent data of the
United Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR),
there were 26.3 million refugees as of mid2020. However, refugee crises are not a
novelty. Take as examples the Partition
of India in 1947, the ‘boat people’ fleeing
Vietnam following the end of the Vietnamese
War in 1975, or the European Refugee Crisis
with its peak in 2015. What is common
between the majority of these crises? The
rise of anti-immigration attitudes among
hosting countries. A study published in 2016
by the Pew Research Center reported that
“Europeans fear wave of refugees will mean
more terrorism, fewer jobs”. But is it true that
refugees have negative impacts on the economies of hosting countries? Or are there benefits to be seen?
First and foremost, the lack of immigration
data on refugees presents a challenge to
research on the impact of refugee integration. However, from existing literature, the
negative effects of refugee migration seem
to be offset by benefits in the long-run or,
at least, preventable, e.g., Dustmann et al.,
2017, and Ruist, J., 2015.
According to Dimitrov, A., & Angelov, G.
(2017), and Bouoiyour et al. (2019), the economic impact of refugees on host countries
usually depends on countries’ economic
situation and legislation, and the number
of refugees and their degree of integration. However, this integration faces several
challenges.

NEC MAGAZINE

Upon arriving to host countries, refugees
usually seek protection, access to employment, healthcare, social assistance, and education but these do not come easily. Using
data collected in 2008 and 2014 on labour
market outcomes across several European
countries, Fasani, F., Frattini, T., & Minale, L.
(2018) highlight that refugees are 11,6% less
likely to have a job and 22,1% more likely to
be unemployed than (other) migrants with
similar characteristics (e.g., demographics
and area of origin). Additionally, their job
quality and income are also weaker. Even
more, some refugees cannot even continue
to work in their field of studies because they
lack proper documentation or host countries
do not recognize their professional qualifications. Regarding education, the UNHCR states
that, in 2018, out of the 7.1 million refugee
children of school age under their protection, 3.7 million are out of school. Moreover,
only 63% go to primary school, compared
to 91% globally, and only 24% go to secondary school, compared to 84% globally. This
poses a risk to their ability to find a job later
on in life and makes them easier targets for
recruitment by terrorist or criminal groups.
Having seen some of the challenges faced
by refugees upon their arrival to host countries, let us now understand the impact they
can have on host economies. Bouoiyour
et al. (2019) conducted a study using data
between 2003 and 2016 on 10 European
countries. Their findings suggest that, if
economic growth and unemployment are
moderate in host countries, the impact of
refugee immigration on growth is generally positive and unemployment decreases.
Eamets, R., & Pataccini, L. (2017) suggest
that access to supply of food, other commodities, and cash, is crucial for refugees’
interaction with the local economy and
the creation of benefits to host countries.

From left to right: (1) Train transferring refugees during the Partition of India, 1947; (2) Vietnamese ‘boat people’ waiting
for rescue, 1984; (3) Syrian and Afghan refugees around a dinghy that deflated 100 meters away from reaching Lesbos,
Greece, 2015. Sources: Wikimedia Commons (1&2); Reuters (3).

Nevertheless, the education level of refugees and language knowledge are also important in
this process, with higher levels of education and the ability to speak the official language of
the host country increasing benefits. If this is satisfied, Taylor et al. (2016), suggests that refugees can create positive income spillovers to host-country households through increases in
productivity. Moreover, the authors suggest that refugees can be seen as a counterbalance
in countries with ageing populations and low fertility rates, where concerns over the sustainability of social security systems and healthcare are rising.
All in all, the majority of these studies also highlights that the complexity of refugee migration
makes it harder to predict its economic, social, political, and cultural consequences. Moreover,
fast economic integration of refugees is not easy to achieve and host countries are often faced
with trade-offs. For example, when trying to reduce refugee inflows by adopting anti-immigration policies, they also tend to affect current refugees, reducing the chances of their integration in the country. Additionally, because refugee crises often occur in large waves, policymakers might need to adopt restrictive strategies that benefit hosting countries in the shortrun, not taking into consideration the beneficial effect that refugee integration can have in
the long-run.
Finally, the challenges faced by refugees and policymakers have been exacerbated by Covid19 as many countries have closed their borders. As of April 2021, the UNHCR declares that
out of 169 countries where data is available, 57 have restrictions of access to territory, including for refugees. Therefore, it is still quite hard to answer the initial question of ‘where do refugees stand?’.
Sources:
UNHCR Refugee Statistics 2020
Wike, R., Stokes, B., & Simmons, K. (2016). Europeans fear wave of refugees will mean more terrorism, fewer jobs. Pew Research Center, 11, 2016.
Dustmann, C., Fasani, F., Frattini, T., Minale, L., & Schönberg, U. (2017). On the economics and politics of refugee migration.
Economic policy, 32(91), 497-550
Ruist, J. (2015). The fiscal cost of refugee immigration: the example of Sweden. Population and Development Review, 41(4),
567-581.
Dimitrov, A., & Angelov, G. (2017). Refugee integration in the EU: Challenges and Economic Impact. Economic Alternatives,
4, 584-600.
Bouoiyour, J., Miftah, A., & Selmi, R. (2019). The economic impact of migrants and refugees on Europe.
Fasani, F., Frattini, T., & Minale, L. (2018). (The struggle for) refugee integration into the labour market: Evidence from Europe.
Eamets, R., & Pataccini, L. (2017). Economic Aspects of Migration and the Refugee Crisis in Europe: Challenges and Opportunities in a Dramatic Scenario. Global Affairs, 3(1), 59-70.
UNHCR (2019). Stepping up: Refugee education in crisis.
Taylor, J. E., Filipski, M. J., Alloush, M., Gupta, A., Rojas Valdes, R. I., & Gonzalez-Estrada, E. (2016). Economic impact of refugees. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, 113, 7449–7453.
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NEC ARTICLE

THE FUTURE OF EASTERNEUROPEAN MARITIME TRADE
Covered by Daniel Fernandes
Master student in Economics
The Suez Canal incident, where the commercial cargo ship, Ever Given, accidentally blocked a one-way traffic section
of the canal, was a telling demonstration of the strategic and economic importance of commercial maritime routes. But,
while the attention of the world was centered at the canal which divides Asia and
Africa, plans were being developed for the
construction of a new canal, this one next
to the division between Asia and Europe.
On the 27th of March, the Turkish government approved the construction of the
“Kanal Istanbul Project”, initially announced
in 2011, which sets to construct a new canal,
west of Istanbul and the Bosporus Strait. In
official terms, the Turkish government wishes
to preserve the animal and plant wildlife of
the Bosporus by diverting maritime traffic
to this new canal. But the creation of this
canal also implicates that the Turkish government can start tariffing passing ships. The
passage of commercial and passenger ships
through the Turkish Straits, composed of the
Bosporus and Dardanelles Straits, is regulated by the Montreux Convention of 1936,
but the creation of the Istanbul Canal can be
used as a bypass to this international agreement for the Turkish government to get
autonomy of its taxing and tariffing policy
and consequently, not only get higher revenues but also cement its geostrategic power
over the region. Although the Turkish government is obliged by Montreux Convention
to allow every passenger or commercial ship
to pass the straits, it still has control over
inspection regulation. Meaning that, theoretically, the Turkish government could
artificially prolong waiting time, using, for
example, new sanitary regulations for the
previously mentioned environmental concerns regarding the strait’s wildlife, in order
to incentivize the use of the newly built canal.

NEC MAGAZINE

This is no good news for the likes of commercial superpowers such as China. The Turkish
Straits are not only used to get access to the
countries which border the Black Sea, such
as Bulgaria, Romania, Ukraine and Russia, but
also to access the Danube, which, through
the Rhine–Main–Danube Canal, gives direct
access to western Europe. An increase in
tariffs over products can increase the price
of exported products to these western
European countries and make the Chinese
companies lose competitive advantage over
rivals who are in closer proximity to western
Europe.
These problems could be solved with the
construction of the Danube-Morava-Vardar/
Axios Canal: this ambitious project, ranging
over 650 km, starts on the mouth of the
Axios, in Greece, passes through Northern
Macedonia, and concludes in the junction of the Morava and Danube rivers, in
Serbia. Since the new waterway would not
only permit commercial ships to bypass the
Turkish Straits, in order to get access to the
Danube and the western European waterway system but also cut overall shipping
time, it has gotten interest from China and
Chinese companies. Negotiations between
shareholder countries and China have
been ongoing since 2013 when the China
Gezhouba Group Corporation (a Chinese
state company) realized a feasibility study
with positive remarks about the economical viability of the project.

Sources : Le Figaro | TWT WORLD

This is a project from which all intervened countries would benefit of. Northern Macedonia and
Serbia, which have been landlocked nations since the disintegration of Yugoslavia, would have
a close, direct connection to the Mediterranean, become an important trade transit country and
create new jobs from the infrastructure construction program. Greece would get an opportunity
to develop the Metropolitan Area of Thessalonica, on the mouth of the Axios river, and it would
hinder strategically and economically its main and direct rival, Turkey. Since the construction
costs of the waterway are estimated to be around 17 billion USD, it would be hard for Serbia,
Northern Macedonia and Greece to finance the project by themselves, opening the door for
China and Chinese state enterprises to incorporate the venture into the Belt and Road Initiative.
The project is not without cutbacks, though. Due to the size of the Axios and Moradar rivers,
only small cargo boats could be able to navigate the river, increasing the costs of shipping, not only due to the higher marginal costs but also due to the higher need for re-allocating cargo containers from the bigger maritime cargo ships. Moreover, the construction
of the canal which would connect the Axios and Moradar rivers implicates the re-location
of thousands of Northern Macedonian and southern Serbian habitations. Furthermore, the
waterway would constitute an hindrance for the ecosystem of the Axios and Moradar rivers.
The validation of the “Kanal Istanbul Project”, on the 27th of March, may cause negotiations between China and the Balkan countries to finally develop to the point of kick-starting the waterway project. The construction of the waterway will have economic and political consequences for the Balkans which may have ripple effects over the rest of Europe.
Nonetheless, only time will tell if the Danube will finally be connected to the Mediterranean.
Sources:
Serbia Energy (1)
Serbia Energy (2)
Tovima
B92
Greek Reporter
The Guardian
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NEC ARTICLE

MARKET CONCENTRATION IN
THE AGE OF GLOBALIZATION
Covered by João Carvalho
Third-year Bachelor student in Economics

Is Google the new Microsoft? This question may seem odd, but since 2019 it has
gained a new meaning. Apart from being
two giant tech companies, what do they
have in common? Well, both were caught
in antitrust investigations and allegations
of anti-competitive behavior. However,
many may argue that in 2019, the year of
the case against Google, reality is much different from the long forgone 1990s, and that
is true. Since the Microsoft case the antitrust paradigm changed a lot, the European
Commission became a big player in antitrust law enforcement and the US authorities moved their focus towards growing
markets, in particular, the tech markets.
Antitrust laws are built to ensure that
one company doesn’t control a market,
deplete consumer choice, and inflate
prices. Using other words, these laws exist
to create barriers and punish firms that try
to achieve a monopolist status in an industry. Theoretically, a firm with such status
would be able to enforce her power over
the market, controlling elements like price,
production, diversity and even the quality
of the product sold. Going back to the
Microsoft example, and even though there
is room for more abstract discussions on
the extent to which the creation of new
software and the inclusion of a browser
for free constitutes a strategic move with
the intent of extending control over the
market, the potential consequences are
real, tangible and customers can feel them.
Microeconomists have produced vast
and exhaustive analyses on the consequences of market concentration on multiple markets. However, the internet is not
a clearly defined sector with a well-developed data basis. It offers the space for commercially diverse activities, such as advertising, commerce, mediation services,
and the sale of multi-function devices.
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So, the market structures on the internet are
likely to differ from more classic markets.
Moreover, companies as Facebook or
Google may act as intermediaries in the socalled two-sided markets in which the commercial attractiveness of offerings depends
directly on the number of regularly active
users of their free services. From this description, another problem arises, the services
of these firms are mainly free, as is the case
of Google and its search engine. How do
we measure the power of tech firms then?
To grasp the market power of big tech firms,
the concept of market powers has to be
analysed in a different manner.According
to authors as Ulrich Dolata, the power of
these firms is firstly manifest as an economic
power: superior economic resources, in the
form of financial strength, strong research
capacity, or market dominance. This allows
big tech firms to keep new competitors at
bay. Additionally, internet companies are
gradually broadening their power over data,
namely by interlinking their range of crossdivisional offerings and by systematically
matching and evaluating the resulting user
traces. As Google’s former CEO, Eric Schmidt,
aptly expressed this in an interview during
the Washington Ideas Forum in 2010: “With
your permission, you give us more information, if you give us information about
who some of your friends are, we can probably use some of this information—again:
with your permission—to improve the
quality of our searches. […] We don’t need
you to type at all. ‘Cause we know where
you are—with your permission. We know
where you’ve been—with your permission.

Sources : Computing

We can more or less guess what you’re thinking about. Now is that right over the line? […]
So, we’ll try to find that line to try to help you understand more about the world around you.”
Nevertheless, some researcher argues that their power goes beyond this, “the power of internet companies is above all based on their ability to, by means of numerous and coordinated offers, design and shape the framework conditions of essential social contexts (…)”.
Big tech firms represent a new paradigm in terms of how we perceive a firm´s power. They operate in
a relatively uncharted “place” and mainly as intermediates. Much as the way they understand customers and compete is very different from the more classical approaches, research still shows that market
concentration aligns with theory. Looking for the segment of search engines, welfare analysis that
used the quality of search provided as the basis of the analysis, concluded that the results of a monopolist, as compared to the benchmark of the socially optimal provision showed that a monopolist was
likely to provide an inefficiently low search quality (and engage in ‘distortion’ of its organic results).
In conclusion, big tech represents the new frontier in terms of market power and interaction with customers
and users. Much is still unknown and remains to be investigated, as policy makers still try to find ways to understand these markets, and economists work to grasp the true consequences of the dynamics of these markets.
Sources:
Google (Director). (2010, October 04). Eric Schmidt at Washington ideas FORUM 2010 [Video
file]. Retrieved May 07, 2021, from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CeQsPSaitL0
Dolata, Ulrich (2017) : Apple, Amazon, Google, Facebook, Microsoft:
Market concentration - competition - innovation strategies, SOI Discussion Paper, No. 2017-01,
Universität Stuttgart, Institut für Sozialwissenschaften, Abteilung für Organisations- und
Innovationssoziologie, Stuttgart
Pollock, R. (2010). Is google the next microsoft: Competition, welfare and regulation in online search.
Review of Network Economics, 9(4). doi:10.2202/1446-9022.1240
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NOVA NUDGE CLUB PARTNERSHIP

SOLVING UNEMPLOYMENT CRISIS
THROUGH BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE
Covered by Mariana Marques
Member of Nova Nudge Club

The Covid-19 pandemic has caused many
changes in the world as we knew it. In particular, the economy was strongly affected,
forcing business sectors to either adapt or
disappear. This produced a large impact on
unemployment rates, which increased to
9.4%-12.6% across OECD countries in 2020
and still remains 1.6 percentage points above
the level observed in February 2020 before
the Covid-19 pandemic. The unemployment
rate of a country is a key indicator of its economic health, in the way that low unemployment rates indicate that a country has
higher political stability, and their citizens
have a better purchasing power. Thus, governments must invest resources and provide
structural assistance to help the unemployed
to get back to work and help to restore the
economy. To reduce this problem, there are
some low-cost and easy to implement behavioral approaches that should be taken into
account to support job seekers finding a job.
During the search for employment, people
face many challenges that influence their
decision-making process, sometimes leading
them to act in irrational ways and basing
their decisions on cognitive biases without
being aware of it. Although we usually think
that every unemployed person is actively
looking for a job, individuals tend to procrastinate and underestimate the task of
job searching. Insights from behavioral economics show that some biases might come
into play, such as overconfidence in the
task of job searching, as well as a present
bias, known as a tendency to opt for an
instant, rather than long term rewards.
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One possible strategy to reduce the influence
of these biases is to use an action plan, in order
to reduce the gap between intention and
action. The principle behind an action plan
is to simplify a complex task by breaking it
into small specific actions. By creating weekly
goals, such as: number of applications, identification of job opportunities and number of
hours spent on job search, jobseekers receive
24% more responses in their applications and
a 30% more job offers, compared to people
who didn’t use the action plan strategy.
Most of the times, people don’t consider
working in a different sector from the one
they used to, and that narrows down the
available opportunities. Behavioral insights
can help people consider new job opportunities. Through interactive online tools,
information can be provided regarding
skills, previous roles, and work style preferences. Additionally, job seekers might face a
special difficulty in writing an effective curriculum vitae or cover letter. Even if a good
candidate is well informed and motivated
to find a job, submitting low-quality applications reduces the chances of getting it.
In Australia, a team of behavioral scientists
developed a website called My Job Goals
with instructions and templates to create
a curriculum vitae and a cover letter, while
also providing job search tips. This simple
tool increased the number of job seekers
finding employment by 45%, compared to
the group who didn’t access this website.

Sources : Observador

Moreover, individuals might experience feelings of failure and low confidence in their
abilities to work, making it important to help
them to invest time focusing on their professional skills during the search period. They
should be directed to short, high-quality, and
free available online courses to boost their
confidence and to make them value learning new competences and skills. Providing
simple tools that match relevant courses
according to a person’s preferences helps
reducing choice overload (i.e., a cognitive
impairment that makes it harder to choose
when facing several options), thus increasing uptake and completing the training.
Another strategy that behavioral science can
help job seekers with, is related to job adverts.
To help unemployed people with their decisions, job boards and adverts should provide
detailed information about the predictability of hours, flexible work options, payment
and progression opportunities. Many people
look for flexibility in a job, such as working in
a part-time regime, having flexible start and
finishing hours or working from home. Even
though 60% of workers end up working at a
flexible schedule, a lack of information about
flexible working options in job adverts might
reduce the number of qualified candidates
applying to the position. The global job site
Indeed in collaboration with The Behavioral
Insights Team – Nudge Unit, developed a
simple nudge to tackle this issue. A nudge
is a concept defined by Sunstein and Thaler
(2008) as any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behavior in a predictable way without forbidding any options.

On Indeed website, employers couldn’t
inform, in a simple way, that they were
open to flexibility, unless they wrote it
in the job description. The intervention
focused on adding a simple multiplechoice question – What flexible working
options would you consider for this role?
to nudge employers to provide the needed
information. When creating job adverts,
employers could make a deliberate decision about their job offers’ flexibility and,
much easily, communicate it to candidates.
This intervention increased by 20% jobs
advertised as flexible, and it also boosted up
to 30% more applications of candidates to job
adverts that referred flexibility working hours.
In short, when employers are more transparent about flexible work options in job adverts,
application rates significantly increase.
We spend most of our lives investing and
working in our professional careers. Our
job gives us a sense of belonging, making it
part of who we are and contributing to positive health and wellbeing. In most cases,
being unemployed is not a choice and can
have a massive impact in many aspects of
our lives. Even though unemployment is a
multifactorial issue, our behavior towards
it might affect the time we take to find a
job. Thus, implementing behavioral solutions to help jobseekers finding an employment must be taken into account, especially
with the current situation of unemployment rates due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

Sources:
The Behavioral Insights Team
Gov.uk
Sunstein, C. R., & Thaler, R. H. (2008). Nudge: Improving decisions about health, wealth, and
happiness.
The Decision Lab – Behavioural Science, Applied
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INFLATION, AGAIN
Covered by João Ferreira e Teresa Thomas
Third-year Bachelor students in Economics

Inflation – a general increase of the price level, or the process whereby the purchasing power
of each unit of currency declines over time – is one of the central concepts in macroeconomics, due to its economic and social consequences. Its causes (and apparent hibernation in
recent years) are subject of debate; historical examples of hyperinflation have been used as
cautionary tales for decades and are periodically revisited. Given the exorbitant price tags of
COVID-related economic stimulus packages, particularly in the United States, the issue of inflation again became more prominent in policy debates. In this article, we will discuss the theoretical aspects behind inflation, while considering both historical cases and recent events.

WHAT CAUSES INFLATION (IN THE SHORT AND MEDIUM TERM)?
Inflation can be caused either through a rise in the economy’s aggregate demand and/or a fall in aggregate supply.
Indeed, an expansionary fiscal policy (through a cut in taxes or increase in subsidies and transfers)
increases the disposable income of households and firms, which boosts consumption and investment
and consequently, the price level (as the aggregate demand expands). Moreover, an increase in government expenditure through infrastructure and public projects will boost aggregate demand as well.
Furthermore, inflation occurs as a self-fulfilling prophecy: if consumers expect higher inflation in the
future, they will spend more of their income now, boost demand and increase the current price level;
they will demand higher wages to account for the future rise in the price level and a wage-price spiral
begins.
Also, a currency devaluation increases the competitiveness of exports, inversely making imports more
expensive. Thus, there is a simultaneous increase in the trade balance (X-M) and in domestic consumption (as domestic goods become relatively cheaper than imported goods), which increases aggregate
demand. However, the increased competitiveness is a temporary phenomenon because the subsequent increase in the domestic price level makes home goods relatively more expensive.
All these cases represent demand-pull inflation, where the increase in Aggregate Demand
(AD=C+I+G+X-M) leads to labor shortages (as the economy is slightly above full employment), and
consequently, higher wages (as the demand for labor rises). As the purchasing power increases, the
strong income effect of rising wages leads to a rise in demand for consumption goods (more specifically, normal goods). Naturally, this leads to a rise in the price level as well. Also, demand-pull inflation
can be caused indirectly by rising home prices because it creates a positive wealth effect and encourages consumer-led economic growth (if housing prices increase, then the value of each house increases;
thus, as owners of houses feel wealthier, there is increased confidence to spend, borrow and take risks).
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Furthermore, inflation can be determined through monetary policy. The lowering of the interest rates and the homologous increase in the money supply to expand credit in the economy
and support the banking system can lead to inflation if nominal money supply grows faster
than output. As put by Milton Friedman, if there is too much money in the economy chasing
too few goods, then prices will rise (assuming there is no price stickiness in the economy).
On the other side of the economy, inflation can be caused by changes in supply, namely through
a cost-pushed overall increase in the price level. Indeed, wages can rise through the pressures of
trade unions without reflecting an increase in productivity; there can be an increase in import and
raw material prices, crucial in firms’ supply chains and which will inevitably raise firms’ total costs.
Also, higher taxes make firms less cost-efficient. Thus, these pressures on firms’ costs are many
times transferred to prices and markups, leading to overall inflation. A sign of cost-push inflation can be found in rising commodity prices, such as oil and metals, as they are still important

DIFFERENT THEORIES ABOUT INFLATION
In modern economics history, there have been different views on the causes and consequences
of inflation. On the one hand, the Phillips Curve, developed by new-Zealander economist
William Phillips, established a stable and inverse relationship between inflation and unemployment: with economic growth comes inflation, which in turn leads to lower unemployment.
The reasoning behind this was that any fiscal stimulus would increase labor demand, lower
unemployment and companies would increase wages to compete for workers; the increase
in costs would then pass on to consumers in the form of higher prices. However, this theory
was refuted with stagflation in the 1970s in the US: economic growth was low and both unemployment and inflation were high.
On the other hand, monetarists rebutted the trade-off between inflation and unemployment
in the long run, stating that the economy would go back to its natural unemployment rate, at
any inflation rate. In the case of expansionary fiscal and monetary policies, which boost aggregate demand above the natural unemployment and lead to inflationary tendencies, workers
may supply more labor in the short run, because of higher wages (SR Phillips curve maintains
the negative relationship). However, in the long run, when workers are aware of the loss of their
purchasing power in an inflationary environment, the supply of labor falls and unemployment
rises to the natural rate (LR Phillips curve is perfectly inelastic - Figure 1). However, due to inflation expectations, there would be a wage-price spiral, meaning that although unemployment
increases, inflation stays the same (Figure 2). Also, monetarism, which was first introduced by
Milton Friedman, established that money supply was the main driver of inflation. Based on
the above-mentioned Quantity Theory of Money (MV=PY), in the long-run, output (Y) is constant as well as the velocity of money (V). This means that, by definition, an increased money
supply would lead to inflation.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Friedman also defended that money supply should increase by a determined k-percentage,
which would allow to avoid the extremes of inflation and deflation, as it would give economic
agents strong expectations according to which they could rationally adjust their actions.
However, once again, this theory lost significant support, because, in reality, money velocity is
often not stable: it can vary due to changes in confidence level, decline in the use of cash and
increase in the use of substitutes, changes in credit use, etc. Thus, the link between output and
money supply is not that straightforward. Also, many economists argue that, for example, the
1981 UK recession was caused by targeting money supply and it was deeper than necessary.
Indeed, inflation was almost 18% in 1980. Therefore, to tackle this, the government decided
to engage in a monetarist approach (raising interest rates), alongside a tight fiscal policy.
Thus, although inflation was brought under control, this inevitably led to a fall in aggregate
demand, as spending and investment were constrained, the exchange rate appreciated (lowering exports) and consequently, unemployment rose. Hence, the faith on the strict monetarist policies became weaker.
After the “failures” of the Phillips Curve and strict Monetarism, countries started to engage in
inflation targeting, i.e., monetary policy is adjusted to achieve a specific annual rate of inflation. The belief behind this policy is that price stability is the main macroeconomic stabilizer, as
it reduces investor uncertainty, anchors inflation expectation, and allows for the prediction of
interest rates. Also, as it supports the idea that prices will keep rising (although at a slow pace),
it incentivizes agents to spend their income today on consumption and investment, thereby
stimulating economic growth. The ECB’s inflation target has been “below, but close to, 2% over
the medium term”; since 2012, the Federal Reserve has also set the inflation target to 2%.
Although inflation targeting still links interest rates (and money supply) to the price level, nowadays that link seems more uncertain. Due to financial innovation and globalization and the
increase in complexity of the financial system, an increase in money supply does not necessarily imply inflationary tendencies. During and even after the Great Recession, central banks
around the world increased the monetary base to unprecedented levels. As banks needed to
strengthen their balance sheets to remain solvent, purchasing financial assets looked far more
prudent than lending to the private sector. Thus, the monetary expansion was not translated
to the real economy and inflation was kept low. Also, due to globalization, advanced economies have been facing an influx of cheap imported goods, controlling for excessive boosts
in the aggregate demand and in the price level. Thus, these conditions have allowed for low
levels of inflation, despite the monetary expansion and low interest rates (in some countries,
interest rates have reached the zero-lower bound).

WINNERS AND LOSERS
Although high inflation and particularly hyperinflation are generally considered to have a negative impact on the economy, there are some winners to this phenomenon. Indeed, savers,
workers on fixed-wage contracts or borrowers on variable mortgage rates lose with inflation,
due to, respectively, a fall in the value of money (and consequently, in the real value of their
savings), a fall in real wages (as nominal wage remains unchanged, but price level increases)
and a Central Bank rise in the interest rate to counter inflation. However, at the same time,
debtors (private or the Government) and owners of physical assets and land (which are limited
goods in the market) are examples of stakeholders that gain from inflation. Indeed, with high
inflation, businesses can increase prices to consumers and use that extra revenue to pay outstanding debt; also, the Government can reduce the real value of its debt, especially if inflation is higher than expected, because with inflation, repaying bond holders requires a smaller
percentage of government total tax revenue.
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INFLATION AND COVID
When it became clear that the pandemic would gravely affect the West, global stock markets
crashed. Extreme uncertainty led to high volatility, with large daily changes in market indices.
In order to increase liquidity and stabilize financial markets, central banks around the world
announced new asset purchases (such as the ECB’s Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme).
In the United States, the Federal Reserve has increased the value of its total assets to almost $8
trillion, up from approximately $4 trillion before the crisis (Figure A); this expansionary monetary policy stance has been accompanied by an increase of the money supply (Figure B). On
the fiscal side, multiple packages of economic stimulus have been passed by the United States
Congress; recently, the $1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan Act was signed into law. Among its
provisions was a $1400 direct payment to individuals, adding to the $600 (December 2020) and
$1200 (March 2020) sent previously. The US public debt is now close to $28 trillion, up $4.5 trillion since February 2020. Naturally, these developments have led to growing concerns about
the “return” of inflation, after several years of subdued price level increases.

Figure A

Figure B

At the beginning of the present crisis, the expected impacts on aggregate demand and supply
were discussed. Aggregate supply was negatively affected through a combination of lockdowns
and global value chain disruptions; aggregate demand also contracted, due to reduced consumption and investment (caused, in particular, by the reduction in household income, uncertainty, and lockdown-related firm shutdowns during the early stages of the crisis). Aggregate
supply and demand were, therefore, expected to change in the same direction. However, there
were certain commodities – oil, in particular – for which supply and demand (initially) moved
in opposite directions, with clear effects on the price level. Due to weaker demand and a price
war between Saudi Arabia and Russia, the price of oil collapsed in early 2020, becoming negative on April 20, 2020 (1); oil prices are roughly at the same level now as they were before the
pandemic hit. Recall that low oil prices can be relevant when analyzing inflation due to the
effect they have on firms’ costs, and consequently on goods’ prices; however, given that oil
prices returned to pre-crisis levels relatively quickly, lasting effects of the 2020 price slump on
consumer prices should not be expected.
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The possibility of a sudden return of inflation seems to rest, again, on the centuries-old relation between money in circulation and the price level. Will the current expansionary fiscal and
monetary stances of most governments, particularly that of the United States, lead to higher
inflation? It is possible that it may happen, especially as the US government prepares to invest
trillions of dollars in infrastructure, adding to the relief payments to citizens and unemployed
workers – policies that increase people’s incomes, especially of those with high marginal propensities to consume. But the measures that have thus far been implemented could likewise
be interpreted as compensation for the major income losses suffered during the crisis; the payments may mostly be used to pay for bills and debts, simply alleviating the conditions of millions of Americans, and not meaningfully increasing their consumption. Moreover, it is unlikely
that the Federal Reserve would allow inflation to soar – even though the Fed has changed its
strategy (2), targeting now “average inflation” (which would allow temporarily for inflation rates
above the long-run target, 2%), a Federal Reserve decision not to tighten monetary policy in
the face of rapid price level growth would be quite unexpected.
Therefore, we might have to wait for some time before we can clearly answer the question “Will inflation return?” While it is plausible that some kinds of assets will continue to experience inflation in the same way as prior to the crisis (e.g., stocks), the extent to which substantial
price increases will be felt in supermarkets and shops is yet to be seen. We do not know whether
inflation rates will be higher than during the period after the Great Recession, and therefore
“in line” with what conventional economic theory would expect. For now, the US Consumer
Price Index (Figure C) – a measure of the price level – has not deviated from its trend.

Figure C

Sources:
BBC
Vox EU
Financial Times (1)
CNBC
The Economist
European Central Bank
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INTERVIEW WITH FRANCESCO
FRANCO
Written by: Diogo Roberto
The interview was recorded in March 2021
INTERVIEWER: What is the biggest problem/
weakness of the Portuguese banking system
at the current time?
FRANCESCO FRANCO: The Portuguese
banking system, as a consequence of the previous financial crisis, had a period of at least
seven years of a strong deleveration of the
balance sheets of banks. The loans to families went from 120% of GDP to 90/95% at the
beginning of the pandemic, loans and capital
ratios of the banks have increased substantially - from 7% to 17% -and the NPL ratio
went down from 17% to 6%.
The banking system was healing itself, at an
appropriate rate, so it entered this pandemic
in a much stronger position in comparison
to what would have happened 5/6 years ago.
Still, it is not a strong position relatively to its
European peers - the other banking systems
of the Euro area. For example, the NPL ratio
was still above the average of the euro area. In
conclusion, the good news is that the portuguese banking system entered this pandemic
in a position much stronger than it used to be
and the bad news is that it is still weak in comparison to other eurozone partners.
Regarding the fragilities, they are not so easy
to identify. There is an increase in the weight
of public debt in the balance sheet of banks.
There is a direct increase in the position of
public debt, so the nexus between public
debt and banks is reappearing. We also have
this indirect exposition because during the
pandemic a lot of the credit supplied by the
banks was actually guaranteed by state loans,
meaning there is an indirect exposure to government debt and this is probably a potential weakness.
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Now, we will see what happens also with the
phase out of the moratoriums and the phase
out of these loans which have state guarantees. The way they phase out is really important since there is the need to identify who
will be able to repay and at what time and
they cannot be extended indefinitely. There
is a lot of work to be done in this area.
INTERVIEWER: Do you think the moratoriums are a good measure to stabilize the
banks in the short-term or would they have
more consequences in the long-term than
the benefits they are giving now?
FRANCESCO FRANCO: Without the moratoriums many firms and individuals would have
found it very difficult to comply with their
credit obligations, so they were an indispensable measure. If you have a shock that is too
deep, especially if you don’t know how long
it is going to last, you don’t have that much
possibility to alleviate the liquidity needs,
hence the necessity for moratoriums.
But yes, they do create an issue regarding
their sustainability. It is necessary to create a
strategy that will smooth the problems and
reduce to the minimum the potential consequences of moratoriums.

“ WITHOUT THE MORATORIUMS,
MANY FIRMS AND INDIVIDUALS
WOULD HAVE FOUND IT VERY
DIFFICULT TO COMPLY WITH
THEIR CREDIT OBLIGATIONS, SO
THEY WERE AN INDISPENSABLE
MEASURE.”

INTERVIEWER: Do you think that both the
Bank of Portugal and the ECB are implementing the proper measures and taking
care of bank stability? Do you think there
is anything they could have done further to
help them?
FRANCESCO FRANCO: Well, I think they have
acted correctly. First, we need to acknowledge that the number of financial institutions under the supervision of the Bank of
Portugal is limited and they are minor. The
major institutions are under the supervision
of the ECB.
I think the preventive measures that the
Bank of Portugal took in 2018 were good,
since they decreased the risk that is now
embedding the portfolios of the banks. They
are also following what ECB is doing for the
larger financial intermediators, which is to
ease the constraints that banks and financial
intermediates have because it would not be
sensible to try to force institutions to respect
the liquidity or capital ratios in this environment. To some extent you want the banks
to have capacity to actually help, in terms
of liquidity, the productive side of the cost.

INTERVIEWER: Regarding the policies of ECB,
which might lead to inflation in the financial market, do you think this could lead to
a financial crisis in the median/long-term?
FRANCESCO FRANCO: I don’t know anyone
that is able to predict a financial crisis, so I will
not try to guess. Certainly the volatility in the
financial markets has been large. The current
shock was unprecedented and the interest
rates, which are close to zero, are lifting up
the valuation of assets, but that was happening even before the crisis.
Is this going to end up badly? I don’t know.
I think we have learned something from the
last crisis, namely the fact that we need to
be careful in monitoring all asset classes.
However, The ECB is mainly worried with the
“real side” of the economy. If the interest rates
are very low it’s to lift up the real economy
and to get to an inflation rate of 2%. Then, if
high agents in the economy leverage themselves a lot to buy assets, I think we need to
be careful to prevent those risks from spreading again to society as a whole. The consequences should be limited to the risk takers.

The European Central Bank has done everything. They did specific pandemic interventions in terms of buying assets, since the
beginning, which have been extended. At
the end they did a large amount of intervention in the market to sustain firms and
families.
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INTERVIEWER: Levels of external debt have
been accumulated through times and are
currently reaching new maximums. Do you
think this is sustainable for the future or do
you think when the pandemic situation calms
down, countries will need to take new policies to decrease external debt fast?
FRANCESCO FRANCO: External debt is a different issue. It is debt that results from imbalances in the external sectors, so you might
have already an existing debt or a composition of assets which make you pay a lot of
interest rate on this debt. I don’t know if the
external debt has skyrocketed during this
crisis. Of course that some countries suffered a
decrease in exports, especially in the services
such as tourism, but inputs have decreased
a lot too. So external positions might have
deteriorated, but I am not sure that they have
deteriorated as much as in the last crisis.
To come out of external debt is always the
same question, you have change the structure of the economy to allow you, if you are
a debtor, to accommodate surpluses and to
be competitive. It’s not something that can
be decreased very fast such as public debt,
which is decreased by increasing taxes or
decreasing public expenditure. To decrease
external debt you have to decrease it by accumulating assets.
INTERVIEWER: Do you think the financial
markets are safe for investors or are they
reluctant to invest for being doubtful of the
behaviour of firms?
FRANCESCO FRANCO: The markets are very
volatile so they are not what you would call
“safe”. However, I don’t think investors are not
investing. If you see the financial markets,
there is a lot of money going there and there
is also risk appetite.
What financial products are safe? The German
public debt might be safe but it has approximately a zero interest rate, which does not
attract a lot of investors, I would say.
In the end, there is a lot of volatility but I don’t
think it is refraining investors to invest.
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INTERVIEWER: Concerning the recovery of
the markets, do you think it is possible to
recover the pre-pandemic numbers or will it
take a very long time to get back to how we
were in 2019?
FRANCESCO FRANCO: External debt is a different issue. It is debt that results from imbalances in the external sectors, so you might
have already an existing debt or a composition of assets which make you pay a lot of
interest rate on this debt. I don’t know if the
external debt has skyrocketed during this
crisis. Of course that some countries suffered a
decrease in exports, especially in the services
such as tourism, but inputs have decreased
a lot too. So external positions might have
deteriorated, but I am not sure that they have
deteriorated as much as in the last crisis.
To come out of external debt is always the
same question, you have change the structure of the economy to allow you, if you are
a debtor, to accommodate surpluses and to
be competitive. It’s not something that can
be decreased very fast such as public debt,
which is decreased by increasing taxes or
decreasing public expenditure. To decrease
external debt you have to decrease it by accumulating assets.
INTERVIEWER: Concerning the recovery of
the markets, do you think it is possible to
recover the pre-pandemic numbers or will it
take a very long time to get back to how we
were in 2019?
FRANCESCO FRANCO: I think is directly proportional to the speed of the vaccination
process. The financial markets are actually
above pre-pandemic levels. The real economy,
however, is not above and we have to engineer a fast recovery. For example, the US is
vaccinating very fast and we can already see
examples of higher-than-expected growth
and creation of new jobs.
However, I am fearful about Europe since we
are being slow in this process. It’s not clear
why we have not been sufficiently full sighted
in preparing the vaccination process, especially in the supply of vaccines. It does not
depend all on Europe, it’s true, but the more
you drag out the vaccination process, the
slower the recovery will be and the longer it
will take to go back to pre-pandemic levels.
As long as you are below your potential, the
economy is working in a fraction of capacity
and you are creating wounds and scars in the
economy that increase the persistence of the
gap that we need to close in the future.
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RECAP NEC TALK: COVID-19 AND
THE PORTUGUESE EDUCATIONAL
SYSTEM

Covered by Diogo Oliveira
Member of the Events Department

On the past day 17th of March, NEC
Members welcomed professors Ana Balcão
Reis, Coordinator of Nova SBE’s Economic of
Educations Knowledge Center, and Susana
Peralta, specialist in Public Economics and
Political Economy, for an informal discussion
on the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic
on the Portuguese Educational System.
Just over one year before this talk, on the
16th of March 2020, the beginnings of the
outspread of the Covid-19 pandemic in
Portugal had pushed the government to
decree the unprecedented closure of schools,
with classes being transferred to an online
format. In this conversation, we sought to
learn more from the professors on the consequences this pandemic is having on students
and on the Portuguese educational system,
based on the various research work both
professors have carried out on the topic.
To kick off the conversation, NEC members
asked both professors about their experience with online teaching so far. While
both professors agreed that it has potential, they also acknowledged that there are
skills and competences students get from
face-to-face interaction that are harder
to develop in an online environment.
Furthermore, both of our guests also referred
to the considerable impact this pandemic
will have on younger generations. While
the lack of social interaction is a source of
concern and is being largely covered in
the Portuguese media, the professors also
emphasized the deep inequalities that exist
in Portugal which are preventing, or causing
major difficulties, younger students from
watching online classes. With the inability to
assist to classes, it is expected that these students will suffer major setbacks in learning,
which will also contribute to further aggravation of social problems in the country.
Moreover, Professor Susana Peralta also
called attention to the fact that the
poor housing quality in Portugal fails to
give students proper conditions in their
home environment to study and learn
properly, when confined to this space.
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Additionally, Professor Ana Balcão Reis also
expressed concern for the considerable lack
of support to students, both at schools due
to the lack of social works (a problem which
already existed before this pandemic) that
could help students bridge the gap in terms
of learning difficulties and, through specialized staff, such as psychologists, could help
students maintain their mental health and
well-being during these difficult times, and
at home, where families, unfortunately, often
are not able to stay with their children to
help them, or, when they may stay at home,
oftentimes are not able to help due to their
low level of education, which is a structural problem in the Portuguese society.
Both professors also mentioned several
studies that were being carried out across
the globe with the goal of measuring the setbacks this pandemic is having on student’s
educational level. One of these studies took
place in the United Kingdom, where it was
estimated that students had an average
delay of 2 months in learning when compared to their peers from previous years.
This delay reached 7 months in students
that come from families with financial difficulties.For our guests, it was clear that governments need to have and present structured plans to help students recover. While
the professors referred to numerous plans
that governments of other countries are
pushing forward, which included summer
schools or tuition programs, they also
referred that is extremely important that the
Portuguese government presents a similar
plan, adapted to the Portuguese reality, as
soon as possible, which was yet to happen1.
To conclude our conversation, our guests
referred to the importance of a safe, yet
gradual, reopening of schools to allow for
face-to-face classes to take place in a safe environment for students, professors, and auxiliary staff, during the remainder of the school
year. Both professors hope that Portugal
does not need to enter a new confinement.
1 Professors Ana Balcão Reis and Susana Peralta were coauthors of a proposal to the Portuguese government on
measures that should be implemented to help students
recover from this pandemic. It was published on the 25th
of March 2021 and the Portuguese version of the proposal
can be read here.
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